Cyber Security is no longer just a good idea; it’s an enterprise-wide, foundational principle. GAMA-1 provides system life-cycle threat analysis, design principles, execution, and ongoing compliance monitoring and intrusion surveillance to ensure systems and data are yours, not theirs.

GAMA-1 leverages a documented and repeatable cloud architecture and data life-cycle framework for transforming legacy enterprise services into reliable, scalable, economic, and location-independent cloud-based and on-premise enterprise computing services to integrate, disseminate, and warehouse critical mission data for actionable insights and decisions making.

Enterprise Solution design starts with your Enterprise Mission. To help you accomplish your critical missions we craft economical, streamlined, flexible, sustainable information technology solutions that are targeted to today’s and tomorrow’s enterprise objectives.

We leverage our strengths in digital transformation and secure high performance next-generation enterprise technologies to enable the science behind future customer missions.

Cyber Security
Cyber Security is no longer just a good idea; it’s an enterprise-wide, foundational principle. GAMA-1 provides system life-cycle threat analysis, design principles, execution, and ongoing compliance monitoring and intrusion surveillance to ensure systems and data are yours, not theirs.

IT Operations & Management
Operations and Management lives at the intersection of systems and users. GAMA-1 builds systems to be maintainable and usable, and we deliver the knowledge resources to sustain those systems and transparently serve the enterprise.

Software & Systems Engineering
GAMA-1’s Software and Systems Engineering disciplines are infused with institutionalized Quality Management System best practice policies and procedures for repeatable, measurable, and continuously improved system development and execution.

Core Capabilities

Science Data Management & Digital Transformation
GAMA-1 leverages a documented and repeatable cloud architecture and data life-cycle framework for transforming legacy enterprise services into reliable, scalable, economic, and location-independent cloud-based and on-premise enterprise computing services to integrate, disseminate, and warehouse critical mission data for actionable insights and decisions making.

Enterprise Solutions
Enterprise Solution design starts with your Enterprise Mission. To help you accomplish your critical missions we craft economical, streamlined, flexible, sustainable information technology solutions that are targeted to today’s and tomorrow’s enterprise objectives.
PRIME CONTRACTS & CORPORATE GROWTH
GAMA-1’s notable growth is just beginning.

We are committed to your mission. GAMA-1’s growth has been fueled by our commitment to customer partnerships. Our commitments have been recognized and valued, and our partnerships enable GAMA-1 to take part in ownership of our customers’ missions and visions.

NWS NIC
NWS transition of the National Ice Center (NIC) networks, applications and IT support from NSO to ISEP; system administration services to maintain and enhance NIC IT system security.

NWS IDPIS
NWS Mission-critical system administration support to increase the reliability of the IDP infrastructure and overall performance of the applications and services on the systems.

NWS FISMA & ISSO
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NWS Office of Dissemination Cloud Support Services
NWS operations and maintenance system monitoring, metrics, and security services for the Office of Dissemination cloud environments.

NESDIS SME Cloud Development & Innovation
Support enhancement of existing NESDIS Common Cloud Framework capabilities, migration of legacy capabilities, implementation of cloud equivalent capabilities and provide infrastructure management using DevOps & Agile SAFe.

NESDIS ASCSS
Provide a common service to enable science team transition to cloud; science team application development, development and transition to operations process, and development and implementation of infrastructure to improve the transition to operations process.

OCIO EPaaS
Design and develop an Enterprise Platform as a Service (EPaaS) to support NOAA Corporate Services.

OCIO ASSIST
Provide R2O services at NOAA.

OCIO ITSS2
NOAA SS2 Information technology support services for facilities served by SS2.
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GAMA-1’s NMITS Team brings 30+ years of dedication and partnership to NOAA Enterprise IT Support.

GAMA-1 Technologies
Maryland Trade Center 1
7500 Greenway Center Dr. Ste 400,
Greenbelt, Maryland 20770

CAGE Code: 4RXH4 | UEL: L3LZJRNCQSA6

(301) 982-4262
www.gama1tech.com

AFFILIATIONS

TECHNOLOGY PARTNERS

CLIENTS

CERTIFICATIONS

CONTRACT VEHICLES

NOAA Mission Information Technology Services (NMITS) SB IDIQ
Contract Number: GS-35F-131CA/1305M421ANAAA0038
Contract End Date: November 19, 2030

GSA Multiple Award Schedule (MAS)
Contract Number: GS-35F-131CA
Contract End Date: January 4, 2025
SIN 54151S – IT Professional Services